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Abstract

Model-checkers are powerful tools that can find in-
dividual traces through models to satisfy desired prop-
erties. These traces provide solutions to a number of
problems. Instead of individual traces, software testing
needs sets of traces that satisfy coverage criteria.

Finding a trace set in a large model is difficult be-
cause model checkers generate single traces and use a
lot of memory. Space and time requirements of model-
checking algorithms grow exponentially with respect to
the number of variables and parallel automata of the
model being analyzed.

We present a method that generates asetof traces by
iteratively invoking a model checker. The method miti-
gates the memory consumption problem by dynamically
building partitions along the traces. This method was
applied to a testability case study, and it generated the
complete trace set, while ordinary model-checking could
only generate 26%.

1. Introduction

In the last decade, model checking [7, 17] has devel-
oped into a powerful technique for automatic formal ver-
ification of transition systems. Researchers have devel-
oped several verification tools, including SMV [15, 10]
and SPIN [12] for finite state systems, and UPPAAL [14]
and KRONOS[9] for real-time systems modeled as timed
automata. These tools have been applied to several non-
trivial industrial systems [8].

A model checker can accept a state-based model and
a property, and find a trace through the model that sat-
isfies (or contradicts) that property if such a trace ex-

ists. Common properties are to prove global invariants
or to show that some state can be reached. Model check-
ing can also be used for job scheduling; for example, to
find a job schedule that gives high throughput and suffi-
cient product quality. These applications need individual
traces, one for each property. Test case generation, how-
ever, needssets of tracesthat collectively satisfy a test
criterion. In concurrent systems faults are sometimes
related to the ordering of certain events such as synchro-
nization or access to CPU or shared data. A test suite
covering different ordering of such events can therefore,
be useful. In real-time systems, covering execution or-
ders has been used to support structured testing [16, 19].
A key insight to this research is to generate sets of traces
by iteratively invoking the model checker, where each
new trace must differ from the previous traces with re-
spect to these orders. Unfortunately, real-time models
tend to be complex, with many states, and thestate-
space explosion problemof model checkers [13] means
it is difficult to exhaustively analyze the models. The
state-space explosion problem refers to the exponential
size of state space w.r.t. the size of the input model. Sev-
eral attempts have been made to reduce the memory us-
age of model-checking algorithms [2, 3, 4]. However,
memory and time still remains a bottleneck in model
checking.

This paper presents a new method for generating sets
of traces. The method mitigates the space and memory
limitations by dynamically partitioning the state space
along the traces as they are generated. This limits the
state-space that must be searched for individual invoca-
tions of the model checker.

In this method, a trace through a timed automaton is
a sequence of edges that are traversed in a given order.
The final set of traces gives all unique sequences with
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which these selected edges can be traversed in the given
model. Each trace is generated and extended step-wise
by guiding the original model, so that the search for an
extension stays within the partition where the extension
can be found. We show how this can be done using an
existing model checker and dynamic manipulation of the
analyzed model.

The method uses the UPPAAL tool [14], and is ap-
plied to a large case study of a real-time application. The
case study investigates the relationship between testabil-
ity and properties of the execution environment. One
goal is to study the effect on the number ofexecution or-
ders(interleavings among a set of tasks) when varying
parameters. We provide data from this case study, and
report that our method could generate all traces of inter-
est (in this case all execution orders) whereas ordinary
model-checking was only able to cover 26% of them,
using the same memory resources.

The remainder of this section discusses related work.
Section 2 presents preliminary results and give a moti-
vating example of our method. Sections 3 and 4 present
our method in detail, and explain how it was applied in
a case study. Sections 5 and 6 discuss how to use our
method and provide conclusions.

Related Work: The idea to use a model checker to
generate test cases is not new. Whenever a test crite-
rion can be expressed as a property verifiable by a model
checker, such techniques for test case generation are use-
ful. For example, Visser et al. [20] presented a frame-
work built on top of the Java PathFinder (JPF) to au-
tomatically generate test inputs for Java programs. The
basic idea is that the test criterion is expressed as a safety
propertyφ and symbolic execution of a path that satisfies
φ generates a set of constraints. A constraint solver then
gives the input that fulfills the constraints, i.e., executes
the path whereφ is satisfied. Garganti and Heitmeyer
[11] present a method for obtaining a test input sequence
from a system property and a Software Cost Reduction
requirements specification. Ammann et al. [1] present a
mutation analysis approach for test case generation with
a model checker.

Schütz described the relation between execution or-
ders and testability for distributed real-time systems
[18]. Thane and Hansson [19] present a method to gen-
erate all execution orders for static real-time systems,
arguing that there are not enough test methods for con-
current programs. They also discuss testability related to
the number of execution orders in the sense that each or-
der is similar to a sequential program. Hence, test meth-
ods for sequential programs can be applied to concurrent
programs by testing each execution order as a sequential
program. Nilsson et al. [16] generate test cases based on

execution orders.

2. Preliminaries

Engineers commonly use timed automata to specify
and verify real-time systems. This section reviews def-
inition used in this paper. Bengtsson and Yi [5] have
more details on these concepts.

Clocksare represented by a finite set of real-valued
variablesC andactionsare represented by a finite alpha-
betΣ. LetB(C) denote the set of Boolean combinations
of clock constraints of the formx ∼ n or x − y ∼ n,
wherex, y ∈ C, n is a natural number and∼ represents
one of the relational operators{>,≤, =,≥, >}.

Definition 1 A timed automaton A is a tuple
〈N, l0, E, I〉 where:

• N is a finite set of locations

• l0 ∈ N is the initial location

• E ⊆ N × B(C) × Σ × 2C × N is the set of edges

• I : N → B(C) assigns invariants to locations

Definition 2 Thesemantics of a timed automatonis a
timed transition system with states of the form〈l, u〉,
wherel ∈ N andu is a clock assignment of all clocks in
C to non-negative real-numbers. Transitions are defined
by the two rules:

• (discrete transitions) 〈l, u〉
a
→ 〈l′, u′〉 if

〈l, g, a, r, l′〉 ∈ E, u ∈ g, u′ = [r 7→ 0]u
andu′ ∈ I(l′)

• (delay transitions)〈l, u〉
d
→ 〈l, u ⊕ d〉 if u ∈ I(l)

and(u⊕ d) ∈ I(l) for a non-negative reald ∈ ℜ+

whereu ⊕ d denotes the clock assignment, which maps
each clockx in C to the valueu(x) + d, and[r 7→ 0]u
is the clock assignmentu with each clock inr reset to
zero.

Definition 3 A run of a timed automatonA =
〈N, l0, E, I〉 with initial state〈l0, u0〉 over a timed trace
ξ = (t1, a1)(t2, a2)(t3, a3)... is a sequence of transi-
tions:

〈l0, u0〉
d1→

a1→ 〈l1, u1〉
d2→

a2→ 〈l2, u2〉
d3→

a3→ 〈l3, u3〉...

satisfying the conditiont1 = d1 andti = ti−1 + di for
all i ≥ 1. The timed languageL(A) is the set of all
timed tracesξ for which there exists a run ofA overξ.



Task(id:=1 to N)

Executing
x<=1

Idle

x==1,
i<execTime,
i!=acqTime,
i!=relTime
x:=0,
i++

Init[id] ?

Preempt[id] ?

x==1,
i==relTime
Release[r]!
i++,
x:=0

i==acqTime,
x==1
Acquire[r]!
i++

Dispatched[id]?
x:=0

i==execTime
Done!
i:=0

Figure 1. A simplified task model

2.1. Example

The automaton in Figure 1 specifies a simple model
of a task. The task is executed by a process that is part of
a concurrent system withN processes executing similar
tasks. When initiated, the task alters between the states
Idle and Executing until it has been in state Executing
for execTimetime steps. At timeacqTimea request for
resourcer is made and at timerelTime the resource is
released. We assume that there is a scheduler with which
the automaton synchronizes via the channels Dispatch,
Preempt and Done. The automaton synchronizes with a
resource handler via the channels Acquire and Release.

For testing, we want to select a subset of the edges
in the automaton and use the global order of the tran-
sitions derived from these edges to define categories of
test cases. Which edges to choose depends on the test
strategy. If the strategy focuses on execution orders, we
choose the edges where the tasks synchronize with the
scheduler, labeledDispatched[id]? in Figure 1. By gen-
erating all global orderings with that can traverse these
edges, we get all execution orders. If, on the other hand,
the strategy focuses on shared resources, we choose the
edges where the tasks synchronize with the resource
handler instead. These are labeledRelease[r]! andAc-
quire[r]! in Figure 1.

3. Partitioning and Model-Checking

This section describes a method that dynamically
generates all “interesting” traces in a given model. In
this situation, “interesting” means unique with respect
to the order in which a subset of transitions are taken.

Task(id:=1 to N)

Executing
x<=1

Idle

x==1,
i<execTime,
i!=acqTime,
i!=relTime
x:=0,
i++

Init[id] ?

Preempt[id] ?

i==relTime,
x==1
Release[r]!
i++,
x:=0

i==acqTime,
x==1
Acquire[r]!
i++

p-point[id,j]
Dispatched[id]?
x:=0

i==execTime
Done!
i:=0

Figure 2. The simplified task model anno-
tated with a p-point, p-point[id,j] , where id

is the process identity, and j is an enumer-
ation of the p-point

We mark edges that dispatch tasks with special mark-
ers calledp-points. A p-point is denotedp-point[id,j],
whereid is the process identity, andj is a number asso-
ciated with that p-point. This is shown in Figure 2. Any
traceξ ∈ L(A) will traverse a subset of the p-points in
some order. We call the sequence of p-points traversed a
p-path. Figure 2 contains a p-point on the edge labeled
Dispatch[id]?.

If the model checker can detect loops1, then it can
generate a finite set of p-paths through the model in Fig-
ure 2. The set of p-paths in this example describes the
set of execution orders since thep-pointis placed on the
edge where the task synchronizes with the scheduler.

Definition 4 Let ppξ be the sequence of p-points that a
traceξ ∈ L(A) traverses (possibly the empty sequence).
Let PP be the set of all p-pathspp of an automatonA.
We defineF (ξ, pp) to be the predicate such that:

F (ξ, pp) =

{

true if ppξ is a prefix ofpp,

false otherwise.

We say that a traceξ follows a p-pathpp ∈ PP if
F (ξ, pp).

Collecting all p-paths results in several problems (i) lim-
iting p-path length, (ii ) identifying all p-paths, and (iii )

1A reasonable requirement since many model checkers, including
UPPAAL [14] and SPIN [12], do detect loops.



memory consumption. These issues are discussed in
Section 5. Next section presents an algorithm for gener-
ating p-paths while mitigating the state space explosion
problem using a standard model checker that supports
reachability analysis, and Section 4 shows how the algo-
rithm is applied in a large case study.

We generate p-paths by iteratively invoking the
model checker with queries that extend an existing p-
path prefix by one step. An extra,guiding automaton,
is used to guide the model checker in its search for the
one-step extensions. The basic idea is that the original
automaton will synchronize with the guiding automa-
ton at each p-point (as shown in Figure 3). The guiding
automaton uses an array,Ppath, to store current p-path
prefix and an integer,Length, to store the length of the p-
path prefix. Synchronization at p-pointj as the(i+1)th
traversed p-point is successful only if the following is
true:

1. Ppath[i] = j ∧ i < Length, or

2. i = Length,

wherePpath[i−1] is theith element of the arrayPpath.
Intuitively, (1) holds if the execution follows the p-path
prefix specified byPpath, and(2) holds if an extension
to the p-path prefix is reached.

Figure 3 shows a guiding automaton (on the right).
The left automaton is the simple task model extended
with two new edges (labeledAllow! and Allowed?),
which implement the p-point. Note how the left automa-
ton synchronizes with the guiding automaton whenever
a p-point is reached (i.e., when the left automaton is
given access to the processor). Note also that when
the end of current p-path is reached (the edge guarded
i == Length in the guiding automaton), and hence a
potential extension of the p-path is found, the identity
of the current p-point extending the p-path is stored in a
variableNext and the system deadlocks. Thus, the guid-
ing automaton will prevent the state-space exploration
from exploring states where extensions cannot be found.
Any attempt to abandon the current p-path during explo-
ration is bound to fail. The approach thereby mitigates
the problem of memory consumption. By following the
p-path, the process will find an extension if one exists.
Using p-points and a guiding automaton allow the cur-
rent p-path to be extended if possible. It also mitigates
the state-space explosion problem since the search fol-
lows the p-path. To generate all complete p-paths with-
out modifying the applied model checker, it is necessary
to dynamically manipulate both the verified safety prop-
erty and the model files. The algorithm for generating
p-paths is shown in Figure 4.

The algorithm uses a stack,S, to store information
about the current set of generated p-paths. Each stack

PathExtended
Next!=0

Guide

FollowPath
Next==0

Task(id:=1 to N)

Executing
x<=1

Idle

Allow!
j:=MyPpointId[i]

Allowed?

i<Length,
Ppath[i]==j
Allowed!
i++

i==Length
Next:=j

Allow?
ppId:=j

x==1,
i<execTime,
i!=acqTime,
i!=relTime
x:=0,
i++

Init[id] ?

Preempt[id] ?

i==relTime,
x==1
Release[r]!
i++,
x:=0

i==acqTime,
x==1
Acquire[r]!
i++

Dispatched[id]?
x:=0

i==execTime
Done!
i:=0

Figure 3. The simplified task model ex-
tended with a guiding automaton, which
guides the search for next p-point

item is a pair〈pp, n〉, wherepp is a p-path prefix andn
is its length. We useǫ to represent the empty p-path, and
pp · q to represent the result of appending the pathq to
pp. The algorithm also uses files that contain the model
of the system,M, and the property to be verified,Q. We
use properties of the form∃3φ to specify that a state
satisfyingφ is reachable in the model.

The stack starts with one element〈pp0, n0〉, where
pp0 = ǫ andn0 = 0, the query in the property file is ini-
tialized to∃3 Next 6= 0, and the model file is modified
by setting the values for the constant arrayPpath to pp0

andLength to n0 with values from the stack (i.e.ǫ and
0). The initial property is satisfied as soon as a possible
continuation is found, i.e. when a process synchronizes
with the guiding automaton at a p-point. From the di-
agnostic trace generated by the model checker, we can
extract from the value ofNext a possible continuation of
pp0. We denote this valuepp1

1. At this point, we do two
things:

• Push〈pp0 · pp1
1, n0 + 1〉, onto the stack, and

• Call the model checker with the extended query
∃3 Next 6= 0 ∧ Next 6= pp1

1

This is repeated until the query∃3 (Next 6= 0 ∧
Next 6= pp1

1 ∧ ... ∧ Next 6= ppn
1 ) cannot be satis-

fied. At this point, there aren p-paths on the stack:
〈pp1

1, 1〉, ..., 〈ppn
1 , 1〉, each with length one. A new pair

〈pp
j
i , ni〉 is popped in each iteration. We use these val-



while SDO →
popSfor pp andn

Q = “∃3 Next 6= 0”
copy original model file toM
find and replace inM →

Ppath[0] = {} with Ppath[n] = {pp}
Length = 0 with Length = n

satisfied = true

alternatives = 0
while satisfiedDO →

invoke model checker withM andQ
if satisfied DO →

alternatives + +

find pp
j
i in generated trace

push< pp · pp
j
i , n + 1 > ontoS

Q = Q · “∧Next 6= pp
j
i ”

else ifalternatives == 0 DO →
savepp # This is a complete p-path

end
end # All alternatives found

end # All p-paths found

Figure 4. P-path generating algorithm. pp
is the current sub p-path, n is its length, S
is the stack, Q is the current query, and M
is the file containing the model

ues to setPpath= pp
j
i andLength= ni in the model

file. The query in the property file is re-initiated to
∃3 Next 6= 0. The above procedure is then repeated
until all possible continuations ofpp

j
i with lengthni +1

are pushed on the stack.
The algorithm finds a complete p-path when the ini-

tial query ∃3Next 6= 0 returns false, meaning that
there is no continuation of current p-path. The result
is a unique sequence of p-points defining a p-path. The
algorithm terminates when the stack is empty. At this
point we have identified all p-paths.

Termination: Introducing the iteratori in the guiding
automaton (see Figure 3) might cause loops to be un-
folded in the state space. The reason is that the model
checker cannot recognize a previously explored state
(and thereby avoid exploring it again) ifi is incremented.
We therefore, declare variablei as ahidden(or meta)
variable. Such variables are used to annotate a model,
but are not considered when states are compared dur-
ing the state-space generation. This means that states
that only differs by value ofi will be considered to be
equivalent by the model checker. Using a hidden vari-

PathExtended
Next!=0

Guide

FollowPath
Next==0

DoMoreStuff

Task 1

CS

Prep2EnterDoSomeStuffInitial

DoSomeStuff Prep2Enter

Task 2

DoMoreStuff

CS

Initial

i<Length,
Ppath[i]==j
Allowed!
i++

i==Length
Next=j

Allow?
ppId=jAllowed?

Allow!
j=12,
Lock=1

Allowed?

Lock==1
Allow!
j=11,
Lock=0

Allow!
j=22,
Lock=1

Allowed?

Allowed?

Lock==1
Allow!
j=21,
Lock=0

Figure 5. A simplified model using a binary
semaphore Lock to protect the critical sec-
tion CS.

able guarantees that p-paths terminate. Hidden variables
are common in model checking tools like SPIN [12] and
UPPAAL [14].

3.1. A small Example

This subsection illustrates the algorithm with a step-
by-step example, using the automata model in Figure
5. The model is simplified to focus how this algorithm
works on the example. The model does not consider
time, scheduling or the behavior of the tasks. The only
detail left is a critical section (CS) and the protocol for
entryandexit. The algorithm is used to generate all or-
ders with which the tasks may enter and exitCS. Hence,
we have selected the edges where semaphoreLock is
used and inserted a p-point at each. As shown in Figure
5, the p-point identities are 11, 12, 21, and 22. P-points
11 and 21 are placed at the entries toCS for Task 1 and
Task 2 respectively and p-points 12 and 22 are placed at
the exits fromCS for Task 1 and Task 2 respectively.
We push the empty sequenceǫ and 0 onto the stack,
S to begin the first iteration. Each iteration begins by
modifying the model file,M, with values fetched from
S. The query,Q, is modified before each invocation of
the model checker. The first iteration begins by popping
< ǫ, 0 > from S. In the first iteration (see Table 1) we
find two alternatives for the first p-point, namely 11 and
21. This results in the two items<11, 1> and<21, 1>



pushed onto the stack. The third query is falsified. Iter-
ation 2 starts by popping the last pushed item,<21, 1>,
from the stack.M is modified and the search is contin-
ued for a p-point that may extend p-path21.

The second iteration gives p-point 22 as the only pos-
sible extension to p-path21. The reason is that Task
2 has entered the critical sectionCS and the entry is
locked for Task 1. The search is continued with p-path
21·22.

The third iteration finds two possible extensions to p-
path21·22. The extensions are p-points 11 and 21. The
items< 21 ·22 ·11, 3> and< 21 ·22 ·21, 3> are pushed
ontoSand the search continues with p-path21·22·21 in
iteration 4.

In the fourth iteration, the model checker returns false
in response to the first query. This means that it is not
possible to find an extension to p-path21·22·21 without
re-entering a state that has already been visited, i.e., a
loop. The p-path is complete and therefore, saved. We
pop < 21 · 22 · 11, 3 > and continue the search for an
extension to p-path21·22·11 in iteration 5.

The fifth iteration finds one possible extension to p-
path21·22·11, namely p-point 12. The search is continued
for extensions to21·22·11·12.

The sixth iteration finds two possible extensions to p-
path21·22·11·12. These are the p-points 21 and 11. The
items<21·22·11·12·21, 5> and<21·22·11·12·11, 5> are
pushed ontoSand we continue with p-path21·22·11·12·11.

The seventh iteration finds no extension given p-path
21 ·22 ·11 ·12 ·11. We have found our second complete
p-path in this example. The p-path is therefore, saved.
We pop<21·22·11·12·21, 5> from Sand continue the
search with p-path21·22·11·12·21.

The eight iteration finds p-point 22 as the only possi-
ble extension to p-path21 ·22 ·11 ·12 ·21. The search is
continued with p-path21·22·11·12·21·22.

The ninth iteration finds only one extension given the
popped item<21·22·11·12·21·22, 6>, namely p-point 21.
The search continues from p-path21·22·11·12·21·22·21.

The tenth iteration finds no possible extension given
<21·22·11·12·21·22·21, 7>. 21·22·11·12·21·22·21 is the
third complete p-path in our example and it is therefore,
saved. The search continues with< 11, 1 >. At this
point, we have covered all p-paths that begin with p-
point 21, i.e., all orders where Task 2 is first to execute
the entry protocol toCS. The saved p-paths so far are
21·22·21, 21·22·11·12·11, and21·22·11·12·21·22·21.
Continuing the search will give us the additional p-paths
11·12·11, 11·12·21·22·21, and11·12·21·22·11·12·11, 7
as shown in Figure 6. These are all orders where Task 1
is first to execute the entry protocol toCS. Since Task 1
and Task 2 implement the same behavior, the left part of
Figure 6 is similar to the right part. When the last p-path

beginning with p-point 11, i.e., p-path11·12·21·22·11·
12 ·11, is found, the stack is empty and the algorithm
terminates.

Table 1. The result from invoking the
model checker with query Q and model M
is shown in the rightmost column.

Iteration 1:<ǫ, 0> is popped and the modified
modelM is checked for extensions toǫ
S: [∅]
Q: ∃3Next 6= 0 11
S: [<11, 1>]
Q: ∃3Next 6= 0 ∧ Next 6= 11 21
S: [<11, 1>, <21, 1>]
Q: ∃3Next 6= 0∧Next 6= 11∧Next 6= 21 F
It. 2: <21, 1> is popped and the modified
modelM is checked for extensions to21
S: [<11, 1>]
Q: ∃3Next 6= 0 22
S: [<11, 1>, <21·22, 2>]
Q: ∃3Next 6= 0 ∧ Next 6= 22 F
It. 3: <21·22, 2> is popped and the modified
modelM is checked for extensions to21·22
S: [<11, 1>]
Q: ∃3Next 6= 0 11
S: [<11, 1>, <21·22·11, 3>]
Q: ∃3Next 6= 0 ∧ Next 6= 11 21
S: [<11, 1>, <21·22·11, 3>, <21·22·21, 3>]
Q: ∃3Next 6= 0∧Next 6= 11∧Next 6= 21 F
It. 4: <21·22·21, 3> is popped and the modified
modelM is checked for extensions to21·22·21
S: [<11, 1>, <21·22·11, 3>]
Q: ∃3Next 6= 0 F
→ Save21·22·21
It. 5:<21·22·11, 3> is popped andM is
checked for extensions to21·22·11
S: [<11, 1>]
Q: ∃3Next 6= 0 12
S: [<11, 1>, <21·22·11·12, 4>]
Q: ∃3Next 6= 0 ∧ Next 6= 12 F
It. 6: <21·22·11·12, 4> is popped andM is
checked for extensions to21·22·11·12
S: [<11, 1>]
Q: ∃3Next 6= 0 21
S: [<11, 1>, <21·22·11·12·21, 5>]
Q: ∃3Next 6= 0 ∧ Next 6= 21 11
S: [<11, 1>, <21·22·11·12·21, 5>,

<21·22·11·12·11, 5>]
Q: ∃3Next 6= 0∧Next 6= 21∧Next 6= 11 F
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Figure 6. A tree showing all orders with
which the p-points can be traversed in the
model given in Figure 5

It. 7: <21·22·11·12·11, 5> is popped
andM is checked for extensions to21·22·11·12·11
S: [<11, 1>, <21·22·11·12·21, 5>]
Q: ∃3Next 6= 0 F
→ Save21·22·11·12·11
It. 8: <21·22·11·12·21, 5> is popped
and extensions to21·22·11·12·21 searched
S: [<11, 1>]
Q: ∃3Next 6= 0 22
S: [<11, 1>, <21·22·11·12·21·22, 6>]
Q: ∃3Next 6= 0 ∧ Next 6= 22 F
It. 9:<21·22·11·12·21·22, 6> is popped
and extensions to21·22·11·12·21·22 searched
S: [<11, 1>]
Q: ∃3Next 6= 0 21
S: [<11, 1>, <21·22·11·12·21·22·21, 7>]
Q: ∃3Next 6= 0 ∧ Next 6= 21 F
It. 10: <21·22·11·12·21·22·21, 7> is popped
and extensions to21·22·11·12·21·22·21 searched
S: [<11, 1>]
Q: ∃3Next 6= 0 F
→ Save21·22·11·12·21·22·21

4. Case Study: Execution Orders

We have conducted a case study to investigate the re-
lation between testability and the execution environment
when testing for timeliness. Schütz showed that testa-
bility is inherently low in dynamic, event-triggered real-
time systems when compared with time-triggered sys-
tems [18]. Existing theoretical bounds for testability are
based on parameters of the execution environment (e.g.,
potential preemptions) [18, 6]. This study evaluates this
theory by modeling a dynamic, event-triggered real-time
system with its execution environment. The parameters
of the execution environment are varied and the effect
on system testability is assessed.

We approximate testability in dynamic, event-
triggered systems by the number of execution orders.
This is justified by noting that more variations with re-
spect to execution orders means the results are less trust-
worthy. Reproducibilityis the property that the system
repeatedly exhibits identical behavior when stimulated
with the same test case. This is hard to achieve in event-
triggered systems due to elements that cannot be con-
trolled in software (for example, varying efficiency of
hardware acceleration components).

The study uses sequences of events (identified by
type, time of occurrence, and possibly additional param-
eters) as test cases. For each test case selected, we count
the number of potential execution orders. By varying
the values of the execution environment parameters and
studying the effect on the number of execution orders,
we can estimate how testability is affected by the execu-
tion environment parameters.

4.1. Approach

We model a real-time system as a timed automaton
and use model checking to explore its behavior. We cre-
ate a set of variant models by setting different values for
selected execution environment parameters. The behav-
ior of each variant model is then explored, enabling us
to compare testability between the variants. It is there-
fore, essential that all execution orders are found by the
model checker. UPPAAL is used to explore the system
behavior.

The system being modeled is summarized in Figure
7. Tasks involved in execution orders are part of the
application:T1, ..., Tm, whereTj is a timed automata
process corresponding to a task. The controlled environ-
ment is restricted to a set of events:e1, ..., en, whereei

is a timed automata process corresponding to an event
(e.g., a sensor signal). The execution environment con-
sists of an observer, a scheduler, and a resource handler.
The observer observes events in the controlled environ-
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Figure 7. The modeled system

ment and communicates with the scheduler. Tasks are
triggered on event observations and scheduled accord-
ing to their deadlines in an earliest deadline first manner.
Execution of tasks are conducted in non-preemptive in-
tervals separated by designated preemption points. A
p-point is passed each time a task is given access to the
processor. In this specific case, the p-point is a preemp-
tion point and each p-path is an execution order.

In order to evaluate the performance of our algorithm,
we compared it with ordinary model checking where we
ask the model checker to return complete p-paths, one
at a time. This approach requires a defined final stateS.
The initial query asks the model checker ifS is reach-
able (∃3 S ). The resulting trace gives us a complete p-
path,pp1. The query is then extended to∃3 S ∧ ¬pp1.
This is repeated until the query∃3 S∧¬pp1∧...∧¬ppn

is falsified, meaning there are no more p-paths. This pro-
cedure is automated and we refer to it as thebase-line
algorithm.

The baseline approach only invoke the model checker
once per p-path and it does not require the model to
be altered during the search. The consequence is that
the first p-paths are found rather quickly compared with
our algorithm. However, the search is not guided and
the model checker has to explore a larger part of the
state-space for each additional p-path. The final invoca-
tion, which falsifies the query for an additional p-path,
forces the model checker to explore the complete state-
space. Hence, if the model is too complex for exhaustive
search, then at some point in the search, the baseline al-
gorithm will run out of memory. This leaves part of the
state space unexplored and the set of p-paths found in-
complete.

We applied our algorithm and the baseline algorithm
to the same model2. The complete set of p-paths con-

2The model included a total of 34 TA processes, eight of them
modeling tasks annotated with p-points as shown in Figure 3.The ex-
periment was performed on US-II sparc 12 CPU multiprocessorwith

Table 2. Percentage of p-paths covered by
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tained 35 different orders. Table 2 shows that our algo-
rithm covered all p-paths in the model within 3 hours
and the p-paths were found with a constant rate. The
baseline algorithm delivered the first p-paths quickly
but the performance dropped severely already after 20%
coverage. It only managed to find nine p-paths, a cov-
erage less than 26%. At that point the model checker
stopped with an ”out of memory” error message.

4.2. Parallel Search for Traces

The trace-finding algorithm described in Section 3
split the search space into partitions along the p-paths.
The algorithm finds one p-path at a time, using a stack
to remember where to continue the search. However, it
is important to note that, due to the tree structure and
the fact that the search begins at the root node, each
item on the stack contains enough information for an
independent search for all continuations of that partic-
ular p-path prefix. Hence, this algorithm is particularly
suitable for parallelization. It is possible to distribute
the search over several processors, thereby performing a
more time-efficient search.

We ran our experiments on a 12 CPU multiproces-
sor, increasing efficiency by an order of magnitude. The
limitation of this approach is, of course, the size of the
partitions. Threading on a multiprocessor implies shared
memory and might create a memory consumption prob-
lem. If this happens, the partitions can easily be dis-
tributed over separate processors. The cost for distribu-
tion in terms of communication is bounded by the num-

400MHz, 4Mb cache, and 6144Mb memory. The search order option
in the model checker was set to depth-first.



ber of partitions since there is only need for one message
per p-path.

5. Discussion

Systematic testing of complex systems requires
strategies that allow the tester to select test cases accord-
ing to test criteria. Test criteria can be based on many as-
pects of the software, including the input domain, code
structure, design models, or the ordering of events such
as context switches or resource allocation. In a complex
model, we cannot know these orders beforehand. There-
fore, the algorithm presented in this paper collects them
iteratively. We present an approach to ensure that the
model checker finds all orders in which a specified set
of transitions can be traversed. The approach is based on
the idea of including the specification of current order,
called p-path, in the model. Hence, at each invocation
of the model checker, the state-space is limited to the
current p-path. This approach mitigates the state-space
explosion problem that is common in model checking.

The method uses hidden variables to avoid unfolding
loops in the symbolic state-space of the analyzed model.
Without this, states that are normally treated as equiv-
alent or included in other states by a symbolic reacha-
bility analysis algorithm can become non-equivalent (or
not be included). In such cases, the algorithm could the-
oretically slow down or not terminate. We overcome this
problem by hiding the information of the progress along
the p-path (the value of iteratori in the guiding automa-
ton) in a hidden variable.

6. Conclusions

This paper presents a model checking method that
generates a set of traces instead of individual traces. By
specifying certain transitions in timed automata as p-
points, the algorithm generates all potential orders with
which these transitions can be traversed. This method is
useful in testing, where sets of related traces are needed
to satisfy coverage criteria. For example, if a test method
focuses on execution orders, each transition that con-
tains a context switch should be specified as a p-point.
In this case, the set of traces generated would cover all
execution orders. Other orders that might be interesting
from a test perspective are communication and access to
shared data.

Memory consumption is a major problem when veri-
fying complex timed automata models. Our method dy-
namically divides the state space into smaller partitions
along the traces as they are generated. These partitions
are independent, so the memory needed by the traces is

not increased. In addition, the trace generation can eas-
ily be distributed over several computers.

Our experience from using the method is good. We
applied this method on a large case study with very
promising results. The method enabled us to findall ex-
ecution orders in a timed automaton model of a dynamic
real-time system. Our method generated all traces,
whereas ordinary model checking was only able to cover
26% of them.

Our ongoing work on this project will deepen this
result. Important questions are ”how can the p-paths
be useful in testing?” and ”can they help detect more
faults?”. These are important questions to the practical
relevance of the novel technique presented in this paper.
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